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QUESTION 1

In Admin Tools, you configure a merit budget based on a percentage of the current salary. In the `Based On\\' dropdown
option you select `User\\'. 

How would you define the budget percentage? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Choose one: 

A. Assign a percentage to each user in the Budget Assignment section. 

B. Import a percentage for each employee in the user data file (UDF). 

C. Use default percentage for all users. 

D. Assign each user to a budget group and then assign group percentages. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which rating source combinations can you use to configure a compensation plan template? 

There are 2 correct answers. 

Response: 

A. A rating from a Performance Management (PM) formAComp Rating from the compensation worksheet for employees
who do NOT have a PM form. 

B. A rating from a Performance Management (PM) form.A rating from a different PM form depending on which PM form
was assigned to an employee. 

C. A rating from a Performance Management (PM) form.An imported rating from the user data file for employees who do
NOT have a PM form 

D. A rating from a 360 formA Comp Rating from the compensation worksheet for employees who do NOT have a 360
form. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer gives planners total discretion within their budget for merit planning and does NOT use guidelines. Your
customer also prorates final payouts according to how many months the employee has been with the company. 

How can you accomplish this? 



Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Set the includeRaiseProrating option to "true" in the template XML and use imported proration. 

B. Set the includeSalaryProrating option to "true"in the template XML and use imported proration. 

C. Use the Admin Tools to configure raise proration for date-based proration. 

D. Use the Admin Tools to configure salary proration for imported proration. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

You want managers to promote employees in the compensation profile. 

Which of the following steps must you perform to configure this? 

There are 3 correct answers 

Choose: 

A. Import the job code and pay grade mapping file. 

B. Enable the job selector in the compensation template XML 

C. Set up minimum and maximum guidelinesfor the standard promotion field. 

D. Set up families and roles in Admin Tools. 

E. Populate the JOBTITLE column in the user data file (UDF) 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Review the final figure for each component of the compensation plan for your group. 

For more information about the approval process, please refer to the process document. 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Choose one: 

A. The option is NOT set in the compensation plan template XML. 

B. The Enable Rollup Reports option is NOT selected in the advanced settings. 



C. Theuser does NOT have the compensation rollup permission in role-based permissions. 

D. The Use Form Creation Hierarchy for Compensation Rollup Rep ort option is NOT selected in the advanced settings. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Your customer has different compensation plan templates for stock and compensation. This customer therefore wants
to use one combined compensation statement. 

What can you use to achieve this? 

Please choose thecorrect answer. 

Choose one: 

A. The interoperability option 

B. Role-based permissions 

C. The Secondary Plan option 

D. The Assign Statement Groups option 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What must you do before generating compensation statements? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Grant all managers permission to launch statements. 

B. Recall compensation statements from the previous year. 

C. Send worksheets to the completed step in the route map. 

D. Publish the final compensation data to the employee profile. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

You want to display the percentage of employees in each pay grade who are eligible to receive a stock grant. 



Which of the following activities must you perform to do this? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. Create an eligibility engine rule in the Admin Tools which defines stock eligibility by pay grade. 

B. Create a custom stock field with a formula thatcalculates stock grant percentages per pay grade. 

C. Upload a stock participation guideline table CSV file in the Admin Tools. 

D. Import the value TRUE in the STOCK_UNITS_ELIGIBLE column of the user data file (UDF) for users with eligible
pay grades. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the correct format for the compensation aggregate report? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. v4e 

B. xml 

C. xls 

D. csv 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What must you do before importing a currency conversion table into Admin Tools? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Choose one: 

A. Remove column headers and commas from the file. 

B. Ensure all rates have fewer than three decimal places. 

C. Save the table in the most recent version of Microsoft Excel. 

D. Include currency rates for both directions of every currency pair 

Correct Answer: D 



 

QUESTION 11

Which element in the compensation plan template XML controls the lump sum split? Choose one: 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which information is included in the rollup report? 

Please choose the correct answer. 

Response: 

A. The total number of employees that received a promotion summarized by job level. 

B. The sum of budget and total spend for each planner in the hierarchy 

C. The sum of budget and total spend for each division, department, or location 

D. The average bonus payout amount for each location 

Correct Answer: B 
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